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Q. Please state your name and business address. 1 

A. My name is Charles B. Rea.  My business address is 106 East Second Street, 2 

Davenport, Iowa 52801. 3 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 4 

A. I am employed by MidAmerican Energy Company (MidAmerican).  My title is 5 

Manager, Regulatory Strategic Analysis. 6 

Q. Please describe the responsibilities of your current position. 7 

A. I and my group are responsible for the analytical activities associated with energy 8 

efficiency at MidAmerican.  This includes analysis of program savings, spending, 9 

and budgets, and analysis of the cost-effectiveness of MidAmerican’s energy 10 

efficiency programs.  In addition, I have managerial responsibility for 11 

MidAmerican’s load research program and I am responsible for special projects in 12 

MidAmerican’s regulatory area that include, among other things, electric and gas 13 
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cost of service issues, analytical and pricing support for retail contracts, and 14 

dynamic pricing programs. 15 

Q. Please describe your education and business experience. 16 

A. I received a B.A. in Computer Science for the University of Illinois at Springfield in 17 

1986 and a M.A. in Statistics and Operations Research from Southern Illinois 18 

University at Edwardsville in 1990.  I have been employed by MidAmerican and its 19 

predecessor companies since 1990 and have worked in electric system planning, 20 

forecasting, load research, marketing, and rates. 21 

Q. Have you testified before Illinois Commerce Commission or other regulatory 22 

bodies previously? 23 

A. Yes.  I have testified in several dockets in Illinois and Iowa on various topics 24 

including electric cost of service, retail access, uniformity of delivery service tariffs, 25 

and energy efficiency.  Most recently, I provided testimony in Illinois Docket No. 26 

12-0132 where I sponsored MidAmerican’s energy efficiency results for 2009-2011, 27 

in South Dakota Docket No. GE12-005 where I sponsored MidAmerican’s 2013-28 

2017 energy efficiency plan for South Dakota that was approved by the South 29 

Dakota Public Utilities Commission on November 20, 2012, and in Iowa Docket 30 

No. EEP-2012-0002 where I discussed and described the development process for 31 

MidAmerican’s proposed Iowa 2014-2018 Energy Efficiency Plan.  32 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony? 33 

A. The purpose of my testimony is to discuss and describe the development process for 34 

MidAmerican’s proposed Illinois 2014-2018 Energy Efficiency Plan (Plan), and to 35 

sponsor certain schedules related to total program budgets, total expected energy 36 
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savings, and total economic benefits of MidAmerican’s proposed Plan.  Specifically, 37 

my testimony addresses the calculations used to develop the statutory requirements 38 

outlined in Section 8-408(a) of the Public Utilities Act (Act).  The calculations 39 

performed resulted in Plan estimates for: 40 

• Expected rate of participation per year, 41 

• Customer bill impacts, 42 

• Annual peak demand and energy savings, and 43 

• Budget or level of spending. 44 

Q. What exhibits are you sponsoring? 45 

A. I am sponsoring six schedules with this direct testimony. 46 

 Exhibit MEC 2.1 provides detailed annual budgets by program and spending 47 

category for all programs in MidAmerican’s proposed Plan.  These detailed budgets 48 

also include budgeted full-time employee equivalents by job category for each 49 

program. 50 

 Exhibit MEC 2.2 provides gross savings targets for kWh, peak demand kW, 51 

therms, and peak day therms for each program by year.  52 

 Exhibit MEC 2.3 provides cost effectiveness test results (gross savings) for 53 

all five cost-effectiveness tests conducted in MidAmerican’s analysis.  These results 54 

are provided by program and in total. 55 

 Exhibit MEC 2.4 provides summary information for each measure included 56 

in MidAmerican’s proposed Plan. It includes participation by year for each measure, 57 

average gross savings levels, customer costs, incentives, total gross savings targets, 58 

cost effectiveness results, total net benefits, useful life information, and net-to-gross 59 

ratios. 60 
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 Exhibit MEC 2.5 provides a summary of gross and net savings by program 61 

along with cost-effectiveness information for each of the five cost-effectiveness tests 62 

outlined in my testimony that reflects estimated effects of free-ridership. 63 

 Exhibit MEC 2.6 provides a sample calculation for MidAmerican’s Illinois 64 

EECR rider for 2014 based on the budgets for MidAmerican’s proposed energy 65 

efficiency plan and proposed customer bill impacts for 2014. 66 

Q. Please describe how this Plan was developed. 67 

A. MidAmerican’s Plan, which is a mix of existing and new programs, was developed 68 

using a bottom-up approach for existing programs and a top-down approach for new 69 

programs, and is largely based on MidAmerican’s proposed 2014-2018 Iowa Energy 70 

Efficiency Plan.  For existing programs, individual measures were analyzed for 71 

potential savings and cost-effectiveness, participation levels were developed, and 72 

incentive budgets and savings targets were developed for each measure and 73 

accumulated into programs.  For new programs, program strategies were developed 74 

and high level participation, savings, and spending targets were developed in concert 75 

with MidAmerican’s program implementation partners and with assistance from ICF 76 

International.  These targets are the basis for the budgets and savings forecasts for 77 

the new programs. 78 

 MidAmerican relied upon the following data and information for the 79 

development of its proposed Plan: 80 

 Measure level cost and savings data from the 2014-2023 Iowa Statewide 81 

Assessment of Energy Efficiency Potential adjusted for climate conditions 82 

for Moline, IL where appropriate. 83 
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 Historical participation levels in MidAmerican’s current Illinois programs. 84 

 Historical custom project data from MidAmerican’s Illinois non-prescriptive 85 

programs. 86 

 Data concerning the efficiency levels of various measures historically 87 

installed by MidAmerican’s Illinois customers. 88 

 Avoided energy and capacity costs. 89 

 MidAmerican class load research data from 2011. 90 

 Expected rate levels by customer class for 2014. 91 

 Input from MidAmerican program managers and program implementation 92 

contractors. 93 

 Input from MidAmerican’s consultant, ICF International. 94 

Q. Please describe how participation targets in the Plan were developed. 95 

A. Participation targets for MidAmerican’s proposed Plan were developed primarily by 96 

analyzing historical participation trends in MidAmerican’s existing Illinois 97 

programs from 2009 through 2012 and projecting average participation forward for 98 

the proposed Plan. Participation levels for each program are also subject to review 99 

and approval by the program manager responsible for each program. 100 

Q. Please describe how savings targets in the Plan were developed. 101 

A. Savings targets for MidAmerican’s proposed Plan were developed primarily by 102 

applying the participation targets mentioned above to savings algorithms developed 103 

either from the Assessment or from various Energy Star data sources.  Where 104 

possible, MidAmerican used savings estimates directly available from billing or 105 

metering analyses from customers participating in MidAmerican’s current programs. 106 
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  For programs where data did not exist in readily usable forms either from the 107 

Assessment or from other historical objective sources, savings targets were 108 

developed primarily with input from MidAmerican’s program managers and 109 

program implementation contractors. 110 

Q. Please describe how incentive budgets were developed. 111 

A. Incentive budgets were developed on a measure by measure basis.  For most 112 

measures in the proposed Plan, incentives were developed based on the following 113 

guidelines: 114 

 Incentives must cover at least 25% of the incremental customer cost of each 115 

measure. 116 

 Incentives should buy down the cost of each measure such that the payback 117 

period after incentives for the customer is no more than 25% of the useful 118 

life of the measure. 119 

The cost of assessments and measures that are direct installed in assessments 120 

are paid at 100% regardless of program, so there is no cost to the customer for 121 

those services.  In addition, certain study and development costs incurred by 122 

program implementation contractors in the course of providing services to 123 

customers and MidAmerican, particularly in the areas of project design, are also 124 

paid 100%. 125 

Incentive budgets were developed in this manner on a measure by measure 126 

basis, and were rolled up to determine incentive budgets for each program. 127 

Q. Please describe how administrative cost budgets in the Plan were developed. 128 
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A. Administrative budgets are generally based on actual administrative costs incurred 129 

in 2012 for existing programs escalated through the proposed Plan at 2.5% per year.  130 

Budgets for existing programs were reviewed by MidAmerican program managers 131 

and adjustments were made on a program by program basis based on program 132 

manager input.  For new Illinois programs that are currently offered in Iowa or are 133 

proposed in Iowa, administrative budgets are generally set at 11% of proposed Iowa 134 

program budgets based on the relative sizes of MidAmerican’s Iowa and Illinoi 135 

service territories. 136 

Q. Please explain the cost-effectiveness thresholds for the proposed Plan. 137 

A. MidAmerican conducts five separate cost-effectiveness tests on each of the 138 

proposed programs in this Plan.  These tests are: 139 

 Participant Test – Do the benefits received by customers participating in this 140 

program outweigh the costs they incur? 141 

 Ratepayer Impact Test – Do the benefits that accrue to customers that do not 142 

participate in these programs outweigh the costs they incur? 143 

 Utility Test – Do the benefits in terms of avoided energy and capacity costs 144 

realized by the utility outweigh the cost to the utility of operating the 145 

programs? 146 

 Total Resource Cost Test – Do the total benefits in terms of avoided energy 147 

and capacity costs realized by the utility and its customers outweigh the total 148 

cost of achieving those benefits? 149 

 Societal Test – Do the total benefits in terms of avoided energy and capacity 150 

costs realized by the utility and its customers outweigh the total cost of 151 
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achieving those benefits once externalities and the specific societal test 152 

discount rate are considered? 153 

The primary test used to evaluate cost-effectiveness of MidAmerican’s 154 

proposed Illinois energy efficiency programs is the Societal Test.   155 

Q. Why does MidAmerican use the Societal Test as the primary cost-effectiveness 156 

test for its proposed Illinois energy efficiency plan? 157 

A. MidAmerican uses the Societal Test as the primary cost-effectiveness test for energy 158 

efficiency programs in Illinois so that consistency can be achieved in energy 159 

efficiency offerings between the Illinois Quad Cities and Iowa Quad Cities.  The 160 

Societal Test is the discount rate the Iowa Utility Board (IUB) uses for evaluating 161 

energy efficiency programs. 162 

Q. What important assumptions are included in MidAmerican’s calculation of 163 

cost-effectiveness under the Societal Test? 164 

A. Apart from the actual programs costs and avoided energy and capacity costs 165 

themselves, there are two important assumptions to note in regard to the Societal 166 

Test.  The first is the discount rate used to present value the multi-year streams of 167 

program costs and benefits.  For the Societal Test, the discount rate is based on daily 168 

average yields of 10-year and 30-year U.S. Treasury Bonds as described in IUB 169 

rules pertaining to energy efficiency analysis.  The discount rate used in the analyses 170 

in MidAmerican’s proposed energy efficiency plan for Illinois is 2.40%.  The 171 

second difference is that the Societal test includes a 10% externality adder to electric 172 

avoided costs and a 7.5% adder to gas avoided costs.  These externality factors are 173 

also prescribed by IUB rules. 174 
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Q. Is MidAmerican’s proposed Plan cost-effective? 175 

A. Yes.  MidAmerican’s proposed portfolio of programs is cost-effective, both in total 176 

and separately for electric and gas.  The Societal Test ratio for the combined 177 

portfolio of programs on a net savings basis is 1.85.  The Societal Test ratio on a net 178 

savings basis for electric programs is 2.00, and is 1.47 for gas programs.  Also, each 179 

proposed program within the portfolio is cost-effective on a combined electric and 180 

gas basis. 181 

  Detailed cost-effectiveness information is provided in Exhibit MEC 2.5 by 182 

program and MEC Exhibit 2.4 by measure. 183 

Q. Are there any measures included in the Plan that are not cost-effective? 184 

A. No.  All measures included in MidAmerican’s Illinois energy efficiency plan for 185 

2014-2018 are cost-effective under the Societal Test. 186 

Q. Has MidAmerican included net-to-gross (NTG) ratios for measures offered in 187 

its proposed Illinois plan and has MidAmerican analyzed its proposed energy 188 

efficiency plan from the perspective of net savings? 189 

A. Yes.  NTG ratios have been included in MidAmerican’s proposed Illinois plan on a 190 

measure by measure basis.  NTG ratios are provided by measure in the measure 191 

level statistics found in Exhibit MEC 2.4.  In addition, the effect of NTG at a 192 

program level for both net savings and cost-effectiveness at a net savings level is 193 

provided in Exhibit MEC 2.5. 194 

Q. What is the source of information MidAmerican relied on in its determination 195 

of NTG ratios by measure? 196 
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A. NTG ratios at the measure level are taken from Tetra Tech’s third-party impact 197 

review of MidAmerican’s Illinois energy efficiency portfolio conducted in 2012.  198 

This impact review included an analysis of free ridership for MidAmerican’s 199 

existing Illinois energy efficiency portfolio.  200 

Q. Has MidAmerican included an Evaluation, Monitoring and Verification 201 

(EM&V) plan for this proposed Plan? 202 

A. Yes.  MidAmerican’s EM&V plan is included in the main Plan document provided 203 

in this filing.   204 

Q. Has MidAmerican included an accounting plan for this proposed Plan? 205 

A. Yes.  MidAmerican’s accounting plan is included in the main Plan document 206 

provided in this filing. 207 

Q. Has MidAmerican developed a technical reference manual for this proposed 208 

Plan? 209 

A. Yes.  Appendix A of the main Plan document contains MidAmerican’s Illinois 210 

technical reference manual (TRM). 211 

Q. What is a technical reference manual? 212 

A. MidAmerican’s TRM is a document that outlines all of the information needed to 213 

determine incentive payments, gross ex-ante savings, and cost-effectiveness for each 214 

measure offered in the Plan.  MidAmerican’s TRM contains a separate page for each 215 

measure offered in the Plan that provides the following information: 216 

 Name of the measure. 217 

 Baseline equipment to which the measure is compared in determining energy 218 

savings. 219 
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 Useful life of the measure. 220 

 Savings algorithms or deemed savings values used to determine gross ex-221 

ante savings for: 222 

o Annual kWh saved 223 

o Peak kW saved 224 

o Annual therms saved 225 

o Peak day therms saved 226 

 Incremental cost algorithms used to determine the incremental cost of each 227 

measure for the purposes of calculating cost-effectiveness for that measure. 228 

 Incentive formulas used to determine the incentive payable for each measure 229 

installed. 230 

 Estimates of the payback period (the number of years of energy savings 231 

needed to recoup the cost of installing the measure) for each measure both 232 

before and after incentives. 233 

 The percentage of incremental cost that the incentive is expected to cover. 234 

Q. Does this conclude your prepared direct testimony? 235 

A. Yes, it does. 236 


